Arched lintels and plates are used to support the masonry above:

**Windows • Entries • Doors • Porte-cacheres**

AHI Supply can produce steel arch lintels or plates that are:
- Small or large
- Narrow or wide
- Primer coating or hot-dipped galvanized

Sturdy & economical
Helps prevent costly & potentially hazardous masonry failures
Heavy-duty arched plates suitable for high-strength fastening-to-framing corrosion-resistant metal primer coating.

Standard duty arched plates Hot-dipped galvanized.

WITH NO ARCH LINTEL OR PLATE
the masonry can become stressed causing unsightly cracks & can collapse.

Here are examples of what happened when there is no arched lintel or plate installed; the masonry collapsed. Don’t make the potentially dangerous and costly mistake of installing masonry arches without an arched lintel or plate.